
AN ANALYSIS OF THE SCOTTS PIECE MAGNETIC RAG

"Magnetic Rag" is a ragtime piano composition by American composer Scott Joplin. In contrast to the minor themes in
the B strain, the third section is upbeat but with bittersweet harmonies, returning once again to the key of B-flat major.
"Magnetic Rag," the last piece he completed, Joplin had pushed the music far.

Solace is essentially a habanera in ragtime form, and is relatively authentic considering a non-Latin black
composer from Missouri composed it, although a well-educated one. There were also performing groups and
venues that used the same name. The amount of effort put into not only getting Treemonisha into print but also
trying to promote it to backers likely occupied Joplin's time to the point where he simply did not have the
time, energy or inspiration to complete any other compositions. I don't care to belong to any club that will
have me as a member! Louis as well by this time, due largely to the prompting of his daughter Eleanor. Mostly
the work of his student, Joplin is suspected of having contributed the trio section. In his introduction he lashes
out at "publications masquerading under the name of ragtime," and touts "real ragtime of the higher class,"
which would obviously include his own and his closest peers. Marches were still in vogue as well, so the first
Joplin work of to be published was the march Cleopha. It is not hard to find in these compositions a reflection
of approaching derangementâ€”he lost his mind in To see Joplin's late rags as a "strange scott of
contradictions". They were possibly never formally married, but she does appear as Lottie Joplin starting with
the New York State census although it was misspelled Jopkin on the enumeration form. She had been found
under a tree by Ned and Monisha, and always felt an affinity for that particular tree, so was referred to as
Tree-Monisha. The virtually non-syncopated B section is title "Good Times Coming. The editor gave it an
magnetic review and touted Joplin as a piece to his race, and even beyond, noting that he had written "a
thoroughly American opera. Leola and Joplin got a raw rag in this piece. Hankins, who was also hosting Belle
Hayden Jones, the recently widowed sister-in-law of one of his young students, Scott Hayden. How Joplin
actually presented the piece to Stark has also become a point of legend. Well known s pugilist Jack Dempsey
had gone by the French-derived title of Non-Pareil, but by any memory of his work might have faded.
Biographer Susan Curtis speculated that the mother's support of Joplin's musical education was critical to the
parents' separation. Whether Joplin or Stark named it might also be a point of speculation. He also secured rag
British copyright, showing that The was thinking along the same lines as many of the producers of Broadway
pieces who also took their rag overseas. Legacy and Recognition at Last The most significant discovery after
his death was of Silver Swan Rag, which existed only in piano roll form, although done from a manuscript, not
"hand-played. Louis Chauvin - This rag contains the only known surviving compositional fragment of Louis
Chauvin, who by most contemporary accounts was a very creative, skilled and prolific pianist who knew a
multitude of pieces, though he was unschooled and could neither read nor write music. Wilbur died in , but
some of his troubles he had endured during his lifetime were left behind for others to sort out. Dan E.
Magnetic Rag Explained The key was changed from Bb to Eb for singability, and the final section excised. At
the beginning and end of each shift, the melodic analysis is see more twice then quickly drops off and the new
melody is being rag. Louis by composer Frederick Allen Mills are the three pieces from that event that have
endured the longest. The C section was at once both strong and delicate, and invited improvisation on the
repeat. The illness took her life in early September after they had been married less than three months. When
he was in need of funds, Joplin would play for special events and private parties, and perhaps at the request of
Turpin when occasionally at one of his bars. He ended up paying for the initial publication in May, and even
took the train down to Washington, DC, to hand carry a copy to the Library of Congress copyright office.
Subsequent editions filled this area with a random pattern. So his first published work of , Eugenia, most
likely another flora-themed work named after the eugenia bush pictured on the cover, was taken in by Will
Rossiter. His father, Giles Joplin sometimes spelled Jiles , was a slave who was freed before the Civil War,
and his mother, Florence Joplin, was freeborn. The trio section utilizes a repeated chord pattern in the left
hand, much like the trio section of Euphonic Sounds. The opera, which was not touted as a "ragtime opera,"
was written using the formal operatic structure of no dialogue, with the libretto existing in the form of
recitatives and arias. His output of twelve piano rags with Stark easily rivaled Joplin's for quality and
innovation, in spite of a lack of intensive formal schooling in harmony and theory. Finding the treatment of
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both himself and his rags by Seminary to be favorable, Joplin submitted Wall Street Rag to Snyder in early 
Much of the best and most accurate information about Scott Joplin can be found in the well-researched and
compelling book King of Ragtime by Dr. The first time I heard it at a young age, on Joshua Rifkin's Nonesuch
recording of Joplin works Volume One, may be the moment that instilled in me the necessity to learn and
understand Joplin rags. One other piece published before that was either a commissioned waltz or one written
in gratitude to another couple that had helped Joplin.


